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Uploaded by. abnor Â· 2009.06.25.png Â· Visual SourceSafe -
Red Gate 2015 11.0 Full Version Free Download Â· Standard
App Development with SQL Server and C# - When you are
new to Visual SourceSafe (VSS), or want to change from an
earlier version, you have to do a set of steps. VSS 7.0 is an
improvement over VSS 6.0 in many ways. Most notably, VSS
7.0 is more modern. It is very similar to the newer Visual
Studio versions. VSS 7.0 enables you to use new features in
Visual Studio that were introduced in Visual Studio 2010 or
later. For more information, see Visual SourceSafe (VSS). The
version 7.0 has several improvements. WHAT'S NEW in this
release :. Improved VSS Version Control Database. Missing or
invalid URLs (links) are now shown in a more intuitive format
in the history view. VSS now supports a number of additional
database options. For details, see VSS Options. Fixed an issue
with script pane menus not saving settings correctly. Fixed an
issue when trying to close the main window with a running file
transfer. Added Exclude List/Exclude File drop-down box in
the history view of the Source Control Explorer. Fixed an issue
when trying to uncheck the option Do not check out this file
on refresh. Fixed an issue when a merge conflict occurs and
the user opens the file. Fixed an issue when editing a file in
the Source Control Explorer. Fixed an issue when copying files
in the Source Control Explorer. Fixed an issue when trying to
create a new file or rename a file in the Source Control
Explorer. Fixed an issue when right-clicking files in the Source
Control Explorer. Fixed an issue when trying to create a new
branch in the Source Control Explorer. Fixed an issue when
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trying to add or edit folder permissions in the Source Control
Explorer. Fixed an issue when trying to add/edit a content
folder's permissions in the Source Control Explorer. Fixed an
issue with adding files to an existing folder. Fixed an issue
with the Source Control Explorer color scheme. Fixed an issue
with the Source Control Explorer menu bar. Fixed an issue
when trying to send changes. Fixed an issue when navigating
to a repository in VSS 7.0.
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